Enhanced neoplastic transformation in an inhomogeneous radiation field: an effect of the presence of heavily damaged cells.
In the inhomogeneous radiation field surrounding small beta-particle sources, nonlethally and heavily damaged cells are in proximity, permitting interaction via extracellular signals. This situation is typical of hot particles such as those released during the accident at Chernobyl. Beta-particle-emitting yttrium-90 wires (average energy 934 keV) were employed to investigate radiation-induced neoplastic transformation under these conditions. Integrated 24-h doses ranging from 0 to 750 Gy across the exposure field were applied. At equal levels of toxicity a 10-fold enhancement of neoplastic transformation frequency in C3H 10T1/2 cells was observed in the presence of heavily damaged cells. Homogeneous fields of low-dose-rate beta-particle radiation produced neoplastic transformation frequencies typical for comparable photon exposures reported in the literature.